CUSTOMER SERVICE

RADO SERVICE PRICE LIST Denmark
COMPLETE MAINTENANCE SERVICE / OVERHAUL
The complete maintenance service for a watch involves a basic overhaul by a specialist including the following:
 The movement is replaced or in the case of older movements, undergoes a total and traditional
overhaul; incl. replacement of the needed parts.
 The case and the bracelet - if possible - are cleaned in an ultrasonic bath.
 The watch is made water-resistant and tested.
 Gaskets, crown or the gasket on the winding stem are replaced.
 For quartz watches: the battery is replaced.
 The watch and the movement are tested for proper functioning and the gears adjusted to Rado quality standards.
 A final technical and aesthetic check is carried out.
Models
Quartz watches

Recommended public prices, incl. 25% VAT
1650 Dkk

Quartz watches, older models

estimate

Quartz chronograph

2100 Dkk

Quartz watches with multifunction

2300 Dkk

Automatic watches

2100 Dkk

Automatic watches, older models

estimate

Automatic chronographs

3100 Dkk

Chronometer models and automatic watches
with skeletonised movement

2900 Dkk

Additional spare parts

as per price list

SMALLER REPAIRS

Recommended public prices, incl. 25% VAT

Battery replacement
400 Dkk
 New gaskets, new crown or new gasket on the winding stem
 Case and strap - if possible - cleaned in an ultrasonic bath
 Watch made water-resistant and tested
 Technical an aesthetic final check
Fixed charge for small repairs
(not including spare parts)

500 Dkk

Additional spare parts

as per price list

Shipping costs

charged separately

Service warranty
 The service warranty is valid for 24 months and only applies to the work carried out and the spare parts
used on this occasion.
 The following are not covered by the service warranty: normal wear and tear caused by wearing the
watch and/or ageing of the leather or rubber bracelet, damage to the sapphire glass (breakage or
splintering), all damage due to improper handling, accidents or lack of care as well as damaged caused
by external influences.
 The service warranty will no longer apply if the watch is manipulated by persons who are not authorised
by Rado Watch Co. Ltd. to carry out the corresponding work.
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